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ATVs and jeeps are some of the most popular offroad products that are available in the market.This
evident increase in demand can be attributed to their functionality and versatility. But

of course, along with it is also a rise in the number of consumers who patronize customized offroad
parts such as suspension lifts, roof racks, dampers etc.

Common offroad vehicles

All-terrain vehicles or ATVs created a major impact in the automobile industry due to the many
purposes that they serve. They are carefully crafted to withstand the roughest roads, equipped

with high-end controls and wheels that can survive the worst kind of road abuse. Farmers, campers
and members of the rescue team are certified patrons of ATVS.

Generally, there are different categories of ATVs. First is the 6-wheeler ATV. These vehicles are
similar to tractors, except that they are smaller. It can accommodate 1 to 2 passengers and

is a perfect tool for many ranchers and farmers. These are likewise more cost-effective and
practical. On the other hand, there are also 4-wheeler ATVs, which are a bit smaller. These

quad-like vehicles, however, can only accommodate one passenger. Nevertheless, for users who
have a penchant for extreme sports, there are sport ATVs that can satisfy their cravings for

excitement and adventures.

Aside from ATVs, jeeps also sell like hotcakes to many vehicle aficionados. But unlike ATVs, jeeps,
with its rich history and avant-garde design are more widely used in public highways

and streets. This is despite of the fact that they were previously used as the primary means of
transportation in the battlefield.

Jeeps are likewise identified into different types. Those that have square headlights are known as
YJ jeeps. On the other hand, there are also TJs, or true jeeps, as many would call it.

These have round headlights, contrary to what YJs have. In the meantime, jeep enthusiasts who
prefer a larger vehicle but like to maintain the grandeur and elegance of having round

headlights can opt for JKs.

Other offroad equipment

Vehicle modifications are common practices among automobile owners. For some, it is performed to
express their own style. But in general, modifications are done to enhance and

improve the vehicleâ€™s performance. Some of the additional offroad parts incorporated are:
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â€¢ Suspension lifts â€“ Suspension lifts increases the ATV or jeepâ€™s height, thus improving its leverage.

â€¢ Shock absorbers â€“ Also known as dampers, shock absorbers ensure that the vehicles tire and
controls remain stable after recovering from an unexpected impact or collision.

â€¢ Roof racks â€“ These are meant to maximize the vehicleâ€™s space and provide additional storage for
heavy cargoes or luggage.

â€¢ Running boards â€“ Running boards are non-slip platforms that help passengers mount the vehicle.

â€¢ Side-steps â€“ Side steps are similar to running boards in terms of their function, except that these
are narrower.

â€¢ Snowplows â€“ These are often added to ATVs. Evidently, these are made to easily remove snows
that block the road.

Tips in choosing offroad products

When choosing offroad equipment, always consider its durability before the price. Cheap materials
that break easily have to be constantly replaced and are far more expensive than

purchasing the costly ones. Also, one has to clearly identify their needs so that these offroad parts
can duly serve their expected purpose.
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